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RESEARCHISSUESIN STRUCTURALDYNAMICS
ANDCONTROLOFLARGESPACESTRUCTURES
An in-house research team has been formed to address somekey issues in
the dynamics and control of large space structures. Contracts and grants are
used to supplement the in-house research effort.
Onetechnical issue under research is structural modeling of large space
structures. Onedifficulty is the large number of degrees of freedom and how
to reduce the equations of motion to a manageablesize. Onepromising tech-
nique for achieving this appears to be the continuum approach. System identi-
fication techniques will have to be developed so that space borne structures
maybe analyzed and characterized.
The placement of actuators and sensors in optimal locations is of techni-
cal interest. The most effective locations for achieving a certain control
objective must be identified. The issue of colocated versus noncolocated sen-
sors and actuators should be investigated in terms of performance and stabi-
lity.
Another issue is adaptive/learning control systems for large space struc-
tures. Someclasses of structures such as deployable and erectable structures
mayrequire control at an intermediate stage before the final configuration
is achieved. To control these systems an algorithm which can identify the
pertinent dynamics in real time will be needed.
0 MODELINGAND IDENTIFICATIONPROCEDURESFOR DYNAMICANALYSISAND CONTROL
0 OPTIMUMACTUATORAND SENSORPLACEMENTAND DESIGN
0 DISTRIBUTEDSENSI_IGAND ACTUATIONVERSUSCOLOCATEDSENSINGAND ACTUATION
0 ADAPTIVE/LEARNINGCONTROLSYSTEMSFOR STRUCTURALSYSTEMS
0 REDUNDANTMANAGEMENTTECHNIQUESFOR STRUCTURALSYSTEMS
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OPTIMUMDAMPERLOCATIONSFORA FREE-FREEBEAM
The objectives of this research are to identify optimum locations for
sensors and actuators on large space structures. If it is assumedthat large
platforms and antennae will have manypotential actuator/sensor locations, we
may logically ask "Where should actuators and sensors be placed?" Not only
should the optimum placement be determined, but also the dynamic characteristics
of actuators may also be necessary.
OBJECTIVES
o DEVELOPALGORITHMSTO OPTIMALLYLOCATEAND DESIGNDAMPERSFOR LARGE
SPACE STRUCTURES
DETERMINEREQUIREMENTSFOR DISTRIBUTEDSE_ISINGAND ACTUATION(AS
OPPOSEDTO COLOCATEDSENSORAND ACTUATOR)IN CONTROLOF STRUCTURAL
SYSTEMS
APPRDACH
o USE MATHEMATICALPROGRAMMINGTO SOLVEFOR OPTIMUMDAMPINGRATEAND
LOCATION,
o CONSIDERACTUATORDYNAMICSTO SOLVEFOR OPTIMUMACTUATORMASS.
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DAMPINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA FREE-FREEBEAM
To get an understanding of the behavior of large space structures, we
first look at the damping characteristics of a uniform beam. A dash pot is
located at one end of a free-free beam. This is an ideal dash pot which is
characterized by a dampingrate, C, and no other dynamic characteristics. In
figure 3 it is seen that for small values of C (<.005), the damping ratio, _ ,
and damping rate are linearily related. This is denoted as perturbation
theory. As the damping rate is increased, the damping ratio reaches a peak
value and then decreases. The peak value of the damping ratio is about 0.2
for the first flexible mode. Supposea design problem were stated which re-
quired that the first modehave a damping ratio greater than 0.2. This
requirement maybe a result of mission performance specifications. To achieve
more than the 0.2 damping ratio in the first mode, one or more dash pots are
required. Since the design problem being addressed here is one in which the
damping ratio is prescribed for each modeto be damped, the damping rate of
the dash pots is determined.
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DAMPINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA CLAMPED-FREEB AM
The results are essentially the sameas for the free-free beamin
figure 3.
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NONLINEAROPTIMIZATIONPROBLEM
A design problem is posed which states that given the prescribed modal
damping ratio for N modes, what are the optimum damping locations and sizes?
The design problem is now cast as a nonlinear optimization problem. Since it
is not knownwhere the dash pots should be located on a structure, the initial
step is to put a dash pot at every location of the beam. The objective function
is to minimize the total dissipative effort. The constraints are that the
actual computedmodal damping ratios must be greater than or equal to the
prescribed value. Another constraint is that the damping rate must be
positive. This guarantees stability.
0 FORPRESCRIBEDMODALDAMPINGRATIOIN N MODES,WHATARETHEBESTDAMPINGSIZES
ANDLOCATIONS?
0 OBJECTIVE
MINIMIZETOTALDISSIPATION _IINZ Cii
0 CONSTRAINTS
(COMPUTEDMODALDAMPINGRATIO)j> (DESIGNVALUE)j
Ci MUST BE POSITIVE
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OPTIMUMDAMPINGLOCATIONSANDSIZESFORA FREE-FREEBEAM
Someresults are presented in figure 6 for a free-free beam. The design
problem consisted of prescribing a modal dampingratio of 0.5 in N modes. The
results are shownfor N = I, 2, 3, 4. The results are also split between
symmetric solutions and nonsymmetric solutions. The symmetric solutions are
obtained by minimizing the total dissipation while imposing symmetry in the solu-
tion. The horizontal lines represent the length of the beam. The vertical
lines are proportional to the magnitude of the damping rate at the location
shownon the beamaxis. The nonsymmetric solution is obtained by removing the
symmetry requirement and the smallest damperlocation. Thus, nonsymmetric solu-
tions will have no more than one fewer dampersthan the symmetric case. In
somecases the objective function for the nonsymmetric solution is less than
that for the symmetric case.
(MODALDAMPINGRATIO)i >_..5 i = 1, ..., N
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OPTIMUMDAMPERLOCATIONSANDSIZE FORA CLAMPED-FREEB AM
The results shownin figure 7 are similar to those in figure 6.
(MODALDAMPINGRATIO)+__,5 _ = 1,,,,,N
Figure 7
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FUTURERESEARCH
The future research thrusts will involve the addition of actuator dynamics
to the Structural dynamic models. This will allow the massand stiffness as
well as the damping rate of the damperto be design variables. Thus this will
be the actuator design phase.
Next, a 2-dimensional structural model which has a higher modal density
will be developed.
0 NONCOLOCATEDSENSORSAND ACTUATORS
0 ADDITIONOF ACTUATORDYNAMICS
0 2-DIMENSIONALSTRUCTURALMODEL
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NONCOLOCATED SENSORS AND ACTUATORS
One possible configuration of sensors and actuators is shown by the
damping matrix. As seen by the matrix, each sensor "talks" to each actuator
which gives rise to the fully populated matrix. This is in contrast to
colocation which would give a diagonal matrix. By enforcing the three
inequalities, stability will be guaranteed a priori.
ONE POSSIBLECONFIGURATION
S1 S2 S3
A1 A2 A3
S = VELOCITYSENSOR
A = FORCEACTUATOR
DAMPINGMATRIX
A1
A2
A3 C11 -C12
-C12 C22
-C13 -C23
FOR A STABLESYSTEM
-C13 ]
-C23
3
CII - C12 - C13> 0
-C12 + C22 - C23 > 0
-C13 - C23 + C33 > 0
Figure 9
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LaRC FLEXIBLE BEAM EXPERIMENT 
To v e r i f y  some of t h e  op t imiza t ion  resu l t s  and o t h e r  c o n t r o l  a lgo r i thms ,  
a f l e x i b l e  beam experiment has  been i n i t i a t e d  a t  LaRC. 
f l e x i b l e  beam experiment c o n s i s t s  of a 3.66 m (12  f t )  long aluminum beam wi th  
a 4.76 mm (3.16 i n . )  by 15 cm ( 6  i n . )  cross s e c t i o n .  The beam is suspended by 
two s m a l l  f l e x i b l e  c a b l e s  so t h a t  f r e e - f r e e  end cond i t ions  are approximated. 
Located i n  f r o n t  of t h e  beam are  fou r  e lec t romagnet ic  shakers  ( a c t u a t o r s )  
which can be r epos i t i oned  a long  t h e  beam by s l i d i n g  them a long  t h e  p la t form 
which suppor t s  them. The console  on t h e  l e f t  c o n t a i n s  t h e  power a m p l i f i e r s  
f o r  t h e  snaker  s . 
In  f i g u r e  10,  t h e  
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LaRC FLEXIBLE BEAM EXPERIMENT 
(Continued) 
F igure  11 shows ano the r  p i c t u r e  o f  t h e  exper imenta l  s e t u p .  On one s i d e  
of t h e  beam t h e  fou r  shake r s  are l o c a t e d  and on t h e  o t h e r  s i d e  of t h e  beam 
t h e r e  are n i n e  noncontac t ing  d isp lacement  probes .  With t h e  experiment be ing  
t i e d  i n  with t h e  CDC Cyber 175 computer, real-time c a l c u l a t i o n s  may be  made. 
For example, t h e  ou tpu t  of t h e  d isp lacement  probes  can be  made a v a i l a b l e  t o  t h e  
computer. Using state e s t i m a t i o n ,  t h e  v e l o c i t y  a t  t h e  shaker  l o c a t i o n s  can 
be approximated. 
gram and t h e  v e l o c i t y ,  t h e  d e s i r e d  f o r c e  ou tpu t  of t h e  s h a k e r s  can be ca lcu-  
l a t e d .  
Knowing the  damping ra te  o r  g a i n  from t h e  o p t i m i z a t i o n  pro- 
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